The central question of developmental biology is how one cell divides to produce two different daughter cells. Nowhere is this issue more relevant than in the central nervous system (CNS), where a small number of precursors gives rise to an immense number of phenotypically distinct neurons and gila. In insects, CNS precursors (called neuroblasts) divide like stem cells, repeatedly budding off smaller progeny that each give rise to a pair of neurons or gila. In this manner, a small number of neuroblasts can generate a large number of distinctive neurons. In vertebrates, it has been assumed that CNS precursors also have a stem cell division pattern, but until recently, remarkably little was known about how, or even if, CNS precursors divide asymmetrically to produce a new precursor and a sibling with a more restricted fate.
Here we use the term "asymmetric division" to describe any cell division in which the progeny have different fates, even if the division is physically equal. Different sibling cell fates can be due to intrinsic or extrinsic cues (Horvitz and Herskowitz, 1992) . Extrinsic cues are well known to affect sibling cell fate during neurogenesis (e.g., Greenwald et al., 1983; Kuwada and Goodman, 1985; Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990; Parks and Muskavitch, 1993) , but less is known about how intrinsic cues might produce asymmetric divisions, particularly during neurogenesis (reviewed in Posakony, 1994; Jan and Jan, 1995) .
In this review, we discuss recent reports of asymmetric protein localization in Drosophila and vertebrate CNS precursors and their role in establishing sibling cell fates. The Drosophila proteins PROSPERO (PROS) and NUMB are localized to the basal cortex of CNS precursors at mitosis (Rhyu et al., 1994; Hirata et al., 1995; Knoblich et al., 1995; , and both are necessary for the correct development of the b~.sal daughter cell (Uemura et al., 1989; Doe et al., 1991; Vaessin et al., 1991; . In the mammalian cerebral cortex, Dil labeling has provided the first direct evidence for asymmetric cell division of CNS precursors, and Notch1 immunoreactivity is localized to the basal side of these precursors (Chenn and McConnell, 1995) . These results show that there is a mechanism for establishing intrinsic molecular differences between CNS precursors and their progeny, and identify a few key regulatory proteins involved in the initial generation of cell diversity in the CNS.
Asymmetric Localization of PROS and NUMB in Drosophila CNS Precursors
The Drosophila CNS develops from a neuroectoderm with an apical/basal polarity characteristic of polarized epithelia, including apically localized junctions, RNAs, proteins, and centrosomes (Knust, 1994; . Individual neuroectodermal cells delaminate basally into the embryo, where they enlarge into CNS precursors (neuroblasts) and initiate a stem cell-like division pattern. Each neuroblast divides repeatedly to bud off a series of smaller progeny, called ganglion mother cells (GMCs). The two daughter cells from a neuroblast division are different in position, size, mitotic potential, and gene expression: the neuroblast is always apical, larger, mitotically active, and expresses "neural precursor" genes; the GMC is basal, smaller, divides only once, and expresses a different set of genes (reviewed in Goodman and Doe, 1993) . Thus, the neuroblasts undergo a classic asymmetric division to produce siblings with strikingly different fates.
Insight into the mechanisms generating asymmetric neuroblast divisions has come from recent work on two proteins, PROS and NUMB. PROS is a homeodomain transcription factor detected in" nuclei of many cell types during embryogenesis Vaessin et al., 1991; Matsuzaki et al., 1992; Oliver et al., 1993; Campbell et al., 1994; . In neuroblasts, however, PROS is asymmetrically localized to the F-actin cell cortex (Hirata et al., 1995; Knoblich et al., 1995; . During interphase, both PROS and the centrosome are localized to the apical side of the neuroblast. As mitosis begins, the centrosome splits into a large and a small daughter centrosome, and the small centrosome migrates to the basal side of the neuroblast . By metaphase, both PROS and the small centrosome are at the basal side of the neuroblast, where PROS forms a cortical crescent (Figure 1) . Following neuroblast cytokinesis, PROS is specifically segregated into the GMC; it is transiently associated with the GMC cortex before being translocated into the GMC nucleus. The asymmetric cortical localization of PROS is a novel mechanism for selectively segregating a transcription factor to just one daughter cell at mitosis.
NUMB protein is asymmetrically localized in mitotic neuroblasts with a virtually identical time course (Knoblich et al., 1995; . NUMB encodes a novel membrane-associated protein that is uniformly distributed in interphase neuroblasts but is localized to the basal cortex of the neuroblast during mitosis. Following cytokinesis, NUMB is segregated specifically into the newborn GMC, where it can be detected around the entire GMC cortex (Rhyu et al., 1994; Knoblich et al., 1995; .
What is the cellular mechanism controlling asymmetric localization of PROS and NUMB? PROS and NUMB crescents are colocalized with F-actin microfilaments at the neuroblast cortex, yet cortical PROS and N U MB crescents are still observed following cytochalasin drug disruption of the microfilament network (Knoblich et al., 1995;  C.-Y. Peng and C. Q. D., unpublished data). Localization of both PROS and NUMB is correlated with centrosome migration and dependent on the neuroblast entering mitosis PROS protein is localized in a basal crescent (green) in a pair of mitotic neuroblasts as well as in the adjacent ganglion mother cell (GMC) nuclei (blue-green). DNA is shown in blue, and the -y-tubulin-rich centrosomes are shown in red; the basal centrosomes are smaller and will segregate with PROS into the budding GMC. (Knoblich et al., 1995; ; however, drug-induced disruption of the microtubule cytoskeleton does not affect the establishment or maintenance of PROS or NUMB localization, even though it perturbs centrosome position (Knoblich et al., 1995) . Together, the drug treatment results suggest that there is a microfilament-and microtubule-independent asymmetry that directs basal localization of PROS and NUMB in dividing neuroblasts. This asymmetry is likely to be intrinsic to the neuroblast, because NUMB localization is not dependent on the cell layers adjacent to neuroblasts (Rhyu et al., 1994) and neuroblasts isolated in vitro can divide asymmetrically to generate GMCs with normal size, mitotic potential, and cell fate (Huff et al., 1989; Luer and Technau, 1992) . The intrinsic neuroblast asymmetry may be membrane associated or cortical (the site of PROS and NUMB localization) and is likely established in the polarized neuroectoderm prior to neuroblast delamination. This asymmetry must be maintained as the neuroblasts go through repeated unequal cell divisions. The molecular basis of the initial (or maintained) neuroblast asymmetry is unknown.
What features of the NUMB or PROS proteins are required to respond to the neuroblast basal localization mechanism? Neither PROS nor NUMB localization is dependent on the other protein (Knoblich et al., 1995; ; this suggests they independently use the same localization mechanism. Deletion mapping of the PROS protein reveals a small region that is necessary for PROS localization and sufficient to confer asymmetric basal neuroblast localization to a reporter protein; interestingly, this domain contains a small region of similarity with NUMB (Hirata et al., 1995) .
Asymmetric localization of NUMB and PROS suggests that they may play a role in specifying neuroblast/GMC sibling cell fates. NUMB is asymmetrically localized into the GMC progeny of every dividing neuroblast; however, loss of NUMB has virtually no effect on GMC fate (Uemura et al., 1989; . In contrast, PROS is crucial for normal GMC development. GMCs lacking PROS protein fail to repress genes normally expressed only in neuroblasts (Vaessin et al., 1991 ) and fail to activate some genes normally expressed only in GMCs . The persistence of a neuroblast-like pattern of gene expression in GMCs lacking PROS can be interpreted as a failure to initiate gene expression characteristic of the GMC cell type . Is asymmetric localization of PROS during neuroblast division necessary for GMC specification, or is de novo expression of PROS in GMCs sufficient? Answering this question will require mutations that prevent PROS localization or block its expression in neuroblasts (but not GMCs). One possible function of PROS asymmetric localization might be to initiate GMC-specific gene expression extremely rapidly after division, without the lag time involved in pros transcription and translation.
The MP2 CNS Precursor: Asymmetric NUMB Localization Is Necessary and Sufficient to Specify Sibling Cell Fates
The Drosophila MP2 precursor delaminates from the neuroectoderm and enlarges just like a neuroblast, but has a very different cell division profile. MP2 divides just once to produce two neurons, dMP2 and vMP2 (Thomas et al., 1984) . dMP2 is always the larger basal sibling, it expresses odd-skipped, and it has a posterior axon projection; vMP2 is the smaller apical sibling, it rapidly down-regulates oddskipped expression, and it has an anterior axon projection . Just as NUMB and PROS are localized to the basal cortex of dividing neuroblasts, so too is NUMB asymmetrically localized to the basal cortex of the dividing MP2 precursor. At MP2 cytokinesis, NUMB is selectively partitioned into the basal dMP2 daughter cell, where it is transiently associated with the cell membrane before disappearing . Although PROS and NUMB are colocalized in mitotic neuroblasts, they have a different subcellular distribution in MP2. PROS is nuclear during MP2 interphase and cytoplasmic during MP2 mitosis, resulting in equal distribution to both daughter cells. Clearly, PROS and NUMB can respond differently to the basal localization mechanism in MP2.
The role of PROS in MP2 development has not been examined, but NUMB plays a key role in establishing sibling cell fates in this lineage . In numb mutant embryos, where dMP2 does not inherit NUMB protein, both siblings assume the vMP2 fate: they downregulate odd-skipped expression and have anterior axon projections. In contrast, ectopic numb expression in both M P2 daughter cells can prod uce the reciprocal phenotype: both siblings assume the dMP2 fate as judged by persistent odd-skipped expression and posterior axon projections. Thus, NUMB protein is an asymmetrically localized determinant that acts autonomously to specify sibling neuron identity in the MP2 lineage .
In addition to NUMB, there is evidence that the DELTA (ligand)/NOTCH (receptor) signaling pathway (Muskavitch, 1994; Artavanis-Tsakonis et al., 1995) is also necessary for proper dMP2/vMP2 cell determination. Loss of DELTA results in a duplication of the dMP2 fate (E. P. S. and C. Q. D., unpublished data), the opposite of the numb mutant phenotype. Interesting questions are raised by these results. Are DELTA or NOTCH asymmetrically localized in the dividing MP2? Does loss of DELTA or NOTCH alter the distribution of NUMB in MP2 or its siblings? Does NUMB block NOTCH-mediated reception of the DELTA signal, and if so, where in the signaling pathway does it exert its effect? These and other experiments will be necessary to determine how "intrinsic" NUMB and "extrinsic" DELTA/NOTCH signaling combine to specify dMP2 cell fate.
Parallels with Sensory Nervous System Precursors: Intrinsic Asymmetry of PROS and NUMB plus DELTA/NOTCH-Mediated Cell Interactions
The function of NUMB in specifying sibling cell fates in the CNS MP2 lineage is similar to its role in the sensory nervous system. The external sensory organs of the PNS develop from a sensory organ precursor (SOP) that makes A and B daughter cells; the A cell produces the bristle and socket cells, while the B cell produces the neuron and gila . Both NUMB and PROS proteins are asymmetrically localized into the B cell during the SOP division (Knoblich et al., 1995; . Loss of PROS has not been shown to affect B cell fate directly, although the B cell-derived neuron shows aberrant axon pathfinding Vaessin et al., 1991) . In contrast, loss of NUMB produces two A cells (Uemura et al., 1989) , whereas ectopic NUMB can generate two B cells (Rhyu et al., 1994) . In addition to the intrinsic function of NUMB, cell interactions mediated by the DELTA/NOTCH signaling pathway are also required for proper sibling determination. Loss of either DELTA or NOTCH produces two B cells, the opposite of the numb loss of function phenotype (Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990; Parks and Muskavitch, 1993) . The similarity between SOP and MP2 sibling cell specification is striking: both utilize the DELTA/ NOTCH signaling pathway; both show asymmetric NUMB localization at mitosis; and in both lineages NUMB acts autonomously to specify the fate of one sibling.
Parallels with Vertebrate Cerebral Cortex Precursors: Asymmetric Cell Divisions and Notch1 Immunoreactivity
The cerebral cortex develops from a pseudostratified epithelium lining the cerebral vesicles. It has long been known that the many types of cortical neurons arise from a relatively small number of precursors located in the ventricular zone. It is thought that these precursors have at least two types of division: symmetric (to generate more precursors) and asymmetric (to generate a precursor cell and a daughter cell with a more restricted fate). Until recently, asymmetric precursor divisions have only been inferred: individual, retrovirally labeled precursors can produceneurons born on different days and populating different layers of the cortex (reviewed in Rakic, 1988) .
Observation of Dil-labeled ferret cortical precursors has provided direct evidence for asymmetric divisions in the vertebrate CNS (Chenn and McConnell, 1995) . During the peak period of cortical neurogenesis, -30% of the precursors show a horizontal cleavage plane, resulting in an apical daughter with attachment to the ventricular epithelial surface and a "free" basal daughter. Remarkably, the two daughter cells show different behaviors: the basal daughter shows rapid basal cell migration (toward the pial surface) consistent with the known migration rate of young neurons, whereas the apical daughter has a much slower basal migration and reestablishes bipolar morphology characteristic of a precursor cell. In contrast, precursors with vertical cleavage planes produce two daughter cells that both remain attached to the apical ventricular surface, show similar slow basal migration, and reestablish a bipolar morphology--all features consistent with the precursor cell fate. These observations are the first direct evidence for asymmetric divisions in vertebrate CNS precursors, since the siblings of a horizontal cleavage show different behaviors. However, further studies will be necessary to confirm unequivocally the "neuronal" fate of the basal sibling and the "precursor" fate of the apical sibling.
In addition, Chenn and McConnell (1995) provide a molecular correlate to the asymmetric cell fates of precursor daughter cells, showing that Notch1 immunoreactivity is localized to the basal membrane of dividing ventricular zone precursors. Horizontally cleaving precursors generate daughter cells with asymmetric Notch1 immunoreactivity: the basal cell is Notch1 -positive, whereas the apical cell is Notch1 -negative. Vertically cleaving precursors produce siblings that both contain Notch1 immunoreactivity. In light of the role of the DELTA/NOTCH pathway in establishing sibling cell identity in Drosophila, asymmetric localization in the ferret cortical precursors is intriguing. Notch1 may function to keep the young neuron from premature differentiation (Chenn and McConnell, 1995; ArtavanisTsakonis et al., 1995) , allow the young neuron to respond to environmental cues differently from precursors with less or no Notch1 protein, or have no function in distinguishing sibling cell fates. In any case, the existence of a basal localization machinery in cerebral cortex precursors suggests the exciting possibility that other proteins are also asymmetrically localized, and the fact that Drosophila CNS precursors also have a basal localization machinery may help identify additional asymmetrically localized proteins in the vertebrate CNS.
Future Directions
Vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems have a number of similarities, including positioning of the CNS primordia along the dorsoventral body axis (Jones and Smith, 1995) , eye development (Halder et al., 1995) , and molecular mechanisms of axon guidance (Goodman, 1994) . Soon it may be time to add asymmetric CNS precursor divisions In Drosophila neuroblasts (NB), PROS (blue) and NUMB (red) are asymmetrically localized to the basal cortex at mitosis. Following cytokinesis, both are segregated to the basal GMC daughter cell; PROS is translocated into the GMC nucleus, while NUMB remains at the cell cortex. In Drosophila sensory organ precursors (SOPs), NUMB and PROS show identical localization, as in neuroblasts; both are asymmetric at mitosis and subsequently segregated into the B daughter cell, where NUMB remains cortical while PROS is translocated into the nucleus. In Drosophila MP2 precursors, NUMB is asymmetrically localized to the basal cortex at mitosis and following cytokinesis is segregated into the basal dMP2 daughter cell. PROS is nuclear during MP2 interphase, cytoplasmic during mitosis, and evenly distributed into both dMP2 and vMP2 nuclei. In ferret ventricular zone precursors (VZP), Notch1 immunoreactivity (green) is asymmetrically localized to the basal cell membrane at mitosis. Notch1 immunoreactivity is then found in the basal daughter (presumptive neuron) but not the apical daughter (presumptive VZP).
to the list (Figure 2) . In both the Drosophila CNS and the ferret cerebral cortex, neural precursors divide asymmetrically to produce siblings with different fates. In both systems, there is a mechanism for basal protein localization in the precursor: revealed by PROS and NUMB in the fly and by Notch1 immunoreactivity in the ferret. Future work will reveal whether the underlying localization mechanisms are fundamentally similar. For example, it will be interesting to examine the distribution of vertebrate PROS and NUMB homologs (Oliver et al., 1993; Y. N. Jan, personal communication) in CNS and sensory precursors as well as the distribution of DELTA and NOTCH during asymmetric division of neuroblast, MP2, and SOP precursors in Drosophila. A number of questions can be answered in the near future. What is the cellular mechanism underlying asymmetric PROS and NUMB localization? Answers should come from the identification of proteins interacting with the "PROS localization domain" (Hirata et al., 1995) . What genes does PROS regulate to establish the GMC fate?
Genetically identified targets Vaessin et al., 1 991) Posakony, 1994; Jan and Jan, 1995) , and their epistatic relationship to NUMB is being established. NUMB mutants have the opposite phenotype as DELTA or NOTCH mutants in both SOP and MP2 lineages; how does NUMB interact with the DELTA/NOTCH signaling pathway? Genetic epistasis experiments, immunolocalization studies, and biochemical analysis of NUMBbinding proteins will help answer this question. Each of these above-mentioned research areas will provide vital information on the role of asymmetric determinants in the generation of neuronal diversity during CNS development in flies and vertebrates.
